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account that these VACFs were calculated from a classical MD
simulation, performed considering rigid molecular models for
both H2O and CO2. Thus, internal atomic vibrations are not
sampled at all, and Fig. 4 represents the purely translational
density of states, depending on kinetic and potential energies
only. This figure shows a certain overlapping between the
bands of O atoms of both molecules. In order to guess the
relative intensity of the host and guest intermolecular inter-
action energies, these values have been computed also from a
classical MD run, separating the Lennard-Jones and Coulombic
contributions, listed in Table 1. These values show that host–guest
interactions are quite weak, and mostly of dispersive nature.

These results obtained for the CO2 preferential orientations
within the hydrate are compatible with other ones reported
previously in the literature, either obtained from MD calculations54

or experimentally.55 However, some particular values of these
preferred orientation angles determined experimentally at low
temperatures are not reproduced with the calculations presented
so far. For this reason, an additional DFT approach was also
considered here, in order to obtain a more detailed individual cage
geometric description.

3.2 DFT: individual cages

The most simple and computationally accessible hydrate model
from the DFT perspective is the isolated cage. Despite the cited
limitations for this approach, which must be always kept in mind,

type I hydrate properties can be described to a great extent by
calculating separately the corresponding properties of isolated T
and D cages. This applies for instance to infrared and Raman
spectra,16 and therefore, this approach will be used here as well
as first approximation.

The effects of network periodicity and system size might be
explored if the same DFT calculations were performed on a
hydrate cell verifying periodic boundary conditions as in MD.
The problem is that this calculation entails a large number of
molecules, and the preliminary attempts we performed to test
this option did not yield satisfactory results. Another option is
to use the same periodic box to perform ab initio molecular
dynamics. This test has been also performed in this case, using
the Born–Oppenheimer approximation (BOMD). The trajectory
step size used was 0.25 (amu)1/2� Bohr and the integration step
was 0.2 fs. We performed 100 steps resulting in approximately
30 fs of total simulation time. Therefore, only wavelengths
below 15 fs can be adequately estimated. Nevertheless, the
trend of the molecular axis orientation evolution allows us to
guess lower bounds for the CO2 molecular rotation period by
extrapolation. In a previous work16 we compared CO2 experi-
mental Raman spectra with the calculations obtained using the
same setup used here. The anti-symmetric stretching vibration,
denoted usually as n3, lies at approximately 2420 cm�1, which
corresponds to a period value of 13.78 fs. This is the vibration
that is accessible in the time range we evaluated in our
calculations. If we consider the symmetric stretching, n1 with
1347 cm�1 (24.76 fs), or the two bending bands n2a,b at around
678 cm�1 (49.19 fs), we can realize that their periods are too
large to be sampled in the calculations we have performed.
Additionally, molecular rotations are in the scale of pico-
seconds. This estimation is necessary to ensure that the time
step considered in the MD simulations is consistent to provide
a statistically sound sampling of the orientations.

3.2.1 T type cage. A series of 1801 intervals for the y angle,
in steps of 21, were considered for three complementary cases,
each of them corresponding to a trajectory where the f angle is
fixed: one trajectory passing in front of the oxygen (of a
hexagonal face), another one passing near the closest H, and
the third one passing in front of the more distant H atom. The
three cases serve to describe the whole T cell, due to its 6-fold
symmetry, and are illustrated in Fig. 5. To avoid local effects,
the different orientations were chosen to be non-adjacent on
purpose. Using this simple strategy, the global energy minimum
and maximum are expected to be reached, without the need of a
more exhaustive sampling, and due to that fact, the point
density in each series can be higher within a reasonable total
computing time.

The obtained profiles are smooth but slightly irregular due
to the asymmetry of the calculated T structure. This is an
expected consequence of optimizing the geometry of an isolated
cell by means of DFT. We have observed that isolated cells tend
to distort to a triangular prism shape, whereas a cell inside the
crystal tends to distort to a square prism. This effect is very
subtle, but noteworthy, because it is indicative of some limitations
of considering only isolated cells or small clusters in describing the

Fig. 4 Power spectra of H atom (blue line) and O atom (green line) in a
H2O molecule, and C atom (black line) and O atom (red line) in a CO2

molecule, obtained from MD trajectory. The inset magnifies the lower
frequency range.

Table 1 Intermolecular potential energy determined using classical MD
(all values in kJ mol�1). Errors were determined in each case by block
averaging

Interaction H2O H2O CO2 H2O CO2 CO2

L J 5236 � 2 �1309 � 1 �67.01 � 0.05
Coulombic �27043 � 3 �315.5 � 0.5 �58.3 � 0.1



average cell structure. Nevertheless, other approximations made in
this work, especially the choice of the minimum energy structure
while being far from zero temperature, will probably have more
significant effects on the general results.

Differences of SCF energy profiles are represented in Fig. 6.
The global minimum was used as the reference for all the
energy series, but differences between minima are almost
negligible. The most probable configuration found in all cases
is that of the CO2 molecular axis being parallel to the (x, y)
plane, in good agreement with our previous MD calculations
and also with the literature results.54 Nevertheless, only in the
f3 case (see Fig. 5A) the most favourable orientation is actually
y = 901. In the other two cases, the minimum angle is deviated
about 51 from the (x, y) plane. This deviation is compatible with

the low temperature MD calculations by Alavi et al.,54 and also
with the experimental results reported by Udachin et al.55 A
plausible cause for these small deviations is the van der Waals
interaction between the guest molecule and the water lattice,
considering that CO2 does not occupy all accessible space
inside the T cell. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that
the path for which the minimum is y = 01 is the less populated
one of the three considered. A secondary minimum is observed
in the orientation parallel to the z-axis, with an energy depth of
about one-third of the primary one. The associated probability
is, therefore, much lower, but the conformation was also found
to be stable.

3.2.2 D type cage. A similar procedure was used for the
study of D cage orientations. Again, several y series at selected
f orientations were calculated. Five representative cases of
different f values are shown in Fig. 6. The results are in general
in good agreement with the experimental data of Udachin
et al.55, although the differences with respect to the ideal
orientation due to the geometry are lower in our calculations.
They reported that in D cages the preferential orientations of
CO2 fall between 151 and 201 from the axis perpendicular to a
pair of opposite pentagonal faces. Starting from a similar
orientation in the z-direction (and after a geometric optimization),
two series of y angle were calculated going through two different
vertices of the upper face (hollow circles and squares in Fig. 6),
and we found a discrepancy of �81 and +81 respectively when
compared with the expected values of 1801 and 601. Two
additional series passing in front of two vertices of the lower
face (hollow rhombi and triangles) were calculated, the differences
being �141 and 141 with respect to 1201 and 601.

If we compare T and D cages, the accessible volume inside
the latter is smaller, which causes a higher value for the minimum
energy inside D, and also the symmetry of the D cell is much closer
to spherical, the minima and maxima being more evenly distributed
over the orientation space (y, f). The D minima are apparent, as in
the case of T, but now the variation values span over a broader
interval than in the case of T, due to greater steric constraints. The
difference in the global geometric minimum between CO2@T and
CO2@D was calculated using a two-cage system TD, which will be
described in the next sections, and minimizing the system with only
one CO2 molecule in either T or D cage. Its value was found to be
0.23 eV, and therefore a series for D cages (hollow markers) is
shifted in that amount with respect to T values (solid markers)
as shown in Fig. 6.

Udachin et al.55 found two preferential deviations from the
(x, y) plane in T cells: 6.41 and 14.41. So far, our computed
values are compatible only with the first value, but there are no
clues about the second one. At this point, our principal
hypotheses are two: on one hand, it is possible that a number
of Bjerrum defects in the lattice promote H-bond interactions
with the guest, forcing frequent alternative orientations not
modeled in ideal cages. On the other hand, it is possible that
neighbouring cells, not considered to this point, have a significant
influence on the guest orientations. Due to relative rotational
freedom of CO2, we opted to explore this last possibility, and thus
it will be discussed in the following sections.

Fig. 5 (A) T cage viewed along the z axis ((x, y) plane is parallel to the paper),
showing the different orientations in f angle chosen for calculating y series.
The atoms that were used as a reference for the orientations are marked with
a blue label and a black dot. (B) An equivalent representation of D cage.

Fig. 6 Energy profiles of D (hollow markers) and T (solid markers) cells
containing one CO2 molecule, as a function of the angle y. Several f 
orientations are represented for each cell, passing in front of different 
steric interaction regions, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Markers are as follows: for 
D cell, circles, f1D; squares, f2D; diamonds, f3D; and triangles, f5D; for  
T cell, circles, f1T; squares, f2T and triangles, f3T.



3.3 DFT: two-cage systems

Systems consisting of two cages were then considered in order
to evaluate the influence of neighbouring cages, in particular,
the CO2–CO2 inter-cage couplings and their relative magnitudes.
Interactions of first-neighbours of CO2 inside the hydrate are
usually neglected in EoS hydrate modelling approaches, as for
instance in the widely used van der Waals–Platteeuw (vdWP)
theory,56,57 but as we will see in the following, they must be taken
into account at the cell scale. The modification of EoS that this
fact might imply for the calculation of thermodynamic properties
is case-dependent and will not be discussed in depth in the
present study. Couplings further away than the first-neighbours
are also expected to occur, especially through the channels
formed by the parallel hexagonal faces of consecutive T cages,
but this is a statistical mechanics problem beyond the objectives
of this work.

3.3.1 TT system. First, a system consisting of two identical
T cells aligned in the z-direction was built up in the lower
energy conformation of H-bond ordering. This double cell
system, called TT, was optimized without guest molecules,
and then re-optimized with one molecule of CO2 inside each of
them (Fig. 7). Several orientations representative of combinations
of the minima found in isolated T cells were selected as starting
structures. In the following, label 1 will represent the orientation
of CO2 along the z-axis, and label 2 will be perpendicular to this,
i.e. parallel to the (x, y) plane. Finally, three main conformations

were calculated, corresponding to the minimum energy in isolated
cells, and were labeled accordingly: T1T1, T2T1 (equivalent to T1T2)
and T2T2.

Two of these conformations were found to be stable: T2T1

and T2T2, not surprisingly, T2T2 being the most favourable one
(Fig. 7A and B). T2T1 follows very closely in energy with only
B4 kJ mol�1 above the previous one (Fig. 7C and D). This
difference becomes negligible when considering the thermal
energy at the range of temperatures where hydrates are found
in nature. T1T1 is completely unstable, contrary to the results
obtained for one isolated T cell. For this initial configuration,
the final (geometrically optimal) conformation is T2T2, as a
result of a rotation of both CO2 molecules, the corresponding
energy and geometry being equivalent to the first case tested.
These results demonstrate the inter-cage orientational coupling
of CO2 molecules and, moreover, strongly suggest that the
coupling is direct and not mediated by the network of water
molecules. The T1T1 optimization process supports this affirmation
because it progresses with both CO2 molecules, axes being parallel
during a rotation of 901, but at the same time, there is no apparent
distortion in the water lattice during the rotation process.

The orientation in T2T2 conformation is compatible with the
main results described before, y angles being almost parallel to
the equatorial plane but slightly deviated, between 01 and 41.
The relative f angle between CO2 molecules is also very small,
about 81. The T2T1 conformation results are more interesting
because they introduce new orientations not obtained in the
precedent isolated cell section. Deviation from the equatorial
plane is B51 in T2, compatible with the previous results for an
individual T cell, but in T1 it is approximately 511 (y = 391).
Although this is not in the z-axis direction, the resultant relative
orientation between CO2 molecules resembles clearly a tee
shape, with the vertical molecule oriented towards a position
between C and O atoms in the horizontal molecule, and its
oxygen atoms out of the plane. The relative dihedral angle between
CO2 molecules is approximately 701, much more pronounced than
that in T2T2. Distances between pairs of equivalent atoms in CO2,
starting with the nearest oxygen atoms, are Oa

2–Oa
1 = 510 pm,

Oa
2–C1 = 511 pm, C2–C1 = 596 pm, Ob

2–Ob
1 = 703 pm.

The C atom in the T1 cell is, in both conformations, centered
with respect to the cell geometry, making feasible a sequence of
alternate 1 and 2 conformations along hexagonal T channels,
[T2T1T2T1T2. . .], besides the all-parallel sequence [T2T2T2. . .].
Therefore, any combination of both sequences seems feasible,
provided that no pair of T1T1 appears, as for example:
[T2T2T1T2T2T2T1T2. . .].

3.3.2 TD system. Another possibility for two guests in
adjacent cells is to be in T and D cells respectively. This case
was also calculated, and some additional comments are pertinent
before discussing the results: a TD system is cell-asymmetric, so
T2D1 has to be considered in addition to T1D2. Due to the D cell
symmetry, only two conformations were chosen for D. Label 1 for
a D cell in TD systems means that CO2 is oriented toward the face
adjacent to the hexagonal face of a T cell, i.e. the face which
continues the surface of the hexagonal one on the T cell (see
Fig. 8). Label 2 corresponds to the orientation towards the face

Fig. 7 Stable geometries of two cage TT system occupied by CO2 guest 
molecules. (A) Top view of global minimum energy structure (T2T2) and (B) 
side view. (C) Top view of secondary minimum (local) energy structure 
(T2T1) and (D) side view.





molecular charges are more effectively screened by the water 
molecules of the central hexagonal ring when both guests are in 
the equatorial plane, and they are farther away also, weakening 
the (multi)polar interactions. In T2T2, the resultant charge 
interaction is attractive, whereas in T2T1 and T2D1 it is repulsive, 
because equivalent partial charges in both guests are confronted, 
also having a significant contribution to the stabilization in the 
parallel conformation.

A careful observation of the T1T1 optimization process, 
where both CO2 molecules rotate towards the T2T2 conformation, 
reveals a transition state at about 60 degrees from the z-axis. 
Simulations were repeated using different basis sets, obtaining 
consistently the same result. This particular orientation corre-
sponds to a relative disposition where both guests have one of 
their bond dipoles C–O coupled with the other in parallel and 
with opposite directions: the most favorable geometry under 
vacuum of two CO2 molecules. The other CO2� � �CO2 stable 
geometry is a tee shape equivalent to T2D1, but with all of the 
atoms lying in the same plane. On one hand, this observation 
further supports the quadrupole guest–guest interaction as the 
main factor behind the y behavior. On the other hand, it also 
implies that f is not conditioned by the guest–guest interaction, 
and depends mainly on the guest–host one. Under our suppositions, 
the latter is mostly of dispersive nature.

Summarizing the orientational results, in terms of the 
equatorial deviation in y, we obtain that conformation T2T2 is 
characterized by angles o101 (61); T2T1 by angles 4401 (511) 
and T2D1 with intermediate values, around 201 (191). This last 
angle is in fact an overestimation of the real value, because of 
the simplification made considering only two cages. If we take 
into account all the possible first neighbors of a T cage, there 
are 2 hexagonal contacts with adjacent T cages, N(T6T) = 2, 8 
pentagonal contacts with T cages, N(T5T) = 8, and 4 pentagonal 
contacts with D cages N(T5D) = 4. Assuming that the tee shaped 
stable conformation of T5T is equivalent to that of T5D, guest–
guest interactions around equatorial discs of pentagons will not 
change the y value in T cages. Nevertheless, interactions in the 
perpendicular z-axis will do, and the values of the angle close to 
the (x, y) plane being, they will be repulsive, tending to reduce 
the deviation value below the calculated 191. T2T1 being a 
secondary minimum, it is not expected to have a significant 
probability in the angle distribution, as commented before, and 
we can therefore neglect its contribution to experimental results. 
The correspondence between y angles and types of neighbouring 
cages suggest the theoretical possibility of determining the relative 
number of the two CO2–CO2 couplings by looking at the 
experimental angle distribution, and from it, the relative occupancy 
of T and D cages.

4 Conclusions

Orientations of CO2 guest molecules inside cavities of type I 
hydrates were studied by means of MD and DFT approximations. 
MD bulk calculations and DFT performed in isolated D and T 
cages show a good agreement with the previous MD54 and 
experimental55 results found in the literature. Angle deviations

of energy minima with respect to geometrically expected ones
are of the same order of the previously reported ones.

Interactions between neighbours were studied in explicit
two-cage TT and TD systems by means of DFT, with the aim of
evaluating their relationship with guest orientations and to
explain some additional experimentally observed angles.

Calculations have shown that CO2 molecules in adjacent
cells interact with each other. In particular, in TT systems, two
stable conformations were found: (1) the most favorable was the
one where both guests are aligned parallel and perpendicular to
the z-axis, and (2) a secondary minimum where guests are
organized in an approximated tee shape. The energy difference
between them is only about 4 kJ mol�1.

The optimization processes in TT show synchronous rotations
of both guests when starting from an unstable geometry,
supporting the hypothesis of a direct coupling between them.

Angles in the parallel conformation are compatible with the MD
and DFT single cell calculations. An additional deviation of 511 from
the equatorial plane was found in the DFT tee shaped conformation,
but being a secondary minimum, it is expected to be negligible
under experimental conditions and might not be detected.

Guest–guest coupling in the TD system was also observed,
presenting only one stable conformation. Angles in the D cage
for this conformation are in very good agreement with the DFT
calculations in isolated cages. Angles in the T cage, about 191,
are compatible with the experimental ones of 141 with respect
to the equatorial plane.

The TD minimum structure was found to be equivalent to
the tee shaped secondary minimum of the TT system. This
result, combined with the geometry of the T and D cells, suggests
that the two described conformations, parallel and tee shape, are
the only stable classes of CO2 relative orientations in type I hydrates.

Guest–guest coupling is probably due to CO2 quadrupole;
the parallel conformation is stabilized because the repulsion of
quadrupoles is increased if orientations are displaced from this
equilibrium position, while in the tee conformation the interaction
becomes attractive approaching guests against the steric constraints
imposed by the cages. It is noteworthy that guest CO2 mutual
interactions have been pointed out to be relevant in the description
of other clathrate systems, even using macroscopic thermodynamic
models, as pointed out recently by Conde et al.58

A more detailed analysis shows that the two orientational
coordinates are not fully coupled and, therefore, it suggests that
they depend either on the guest–host interaction (f) or on the
guest–guest interaction (y). This hypothesis would need further
studies to be confirmed, but it could open a door to the
experimental study of the guest–guest interactions and the cage
occupancy via orientation profile measurements.
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